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Tom Clancyâ€™s Ghost Recon: Future Soldier is a tactical shooter or video game developed and
published by Ubisoft and is the fifth major addition in Ghost Recon series. In fact Developers Team
includes Ubisoft Romania, Ubisoft Red Storm, Ubisoft Paris and Ubisoft Ukraine. The game was
released on May 22, 2012 for Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3 consoles and on June 26, 2012 for
Microsoft Windows.

The Game has a futuristic engage to the Ghost Recon series. This installment in the Ghost Recon
series has marked itself as a greatly mysterious tone than any prior game in its series. This is
proved to be the first game to receive a mature rating.

The Game features more precise and epic gameplay and it includes a new feature, â€œoptical
camouflageâ€•, it is actually a prototype, which makes Ghosts more invisible, Ghosts become harder to
see. Camouflage remains activated while player moves at a snailâ€™s pace, but it gets deactivated
when the player moves too quickly, or even starts firing. The Game offers both the single and the
multiplayer mode; it in fact offers various multiple modes which includes cooperative and
competitive game types. The game is completely cooperative campaign featuring competitive
multiplayer and also a new wave based mode. The game offers four distinct types which are
Saboteur, Decoy, Siege and Conflict. The game is also much secured when it comes about its
online-play, with used copies of the game the player will not have access to its play, reason being it
provides access by code-input and itâ€™s just a one time use code. During the gameplay, the places
that the story will be revolving around are Russia, Nigeria, Norway and Pakistan.

Player will be offered with various controls over drones and War Hound, which gives player a great
gaming experience. Player can control heavy walking robot, a quadrotor which can land and drive
around. Ubisoft has introduced a new feature Gunsmith, which gives player the ability to customize
its weapons. This new feature will be available for both single and multiplayer modes.

THE GAME IS NOW AVAILABLE!! BE A GHOST WARRIOR!! GET READY TO BOOM!!

System requirements:

Minimum requirements for Microsoft Windows:

1.   Windows XP (with Service Pack 3) / Windows Vista (with Service Pack 2) / Windows 7 (with
Service pack 1), both 32 bit & 64 bit versions OS

2.  Intel Pentium D 3.0 GHz or AMD Athlon64 X2 4400+ 2.2 GHz CPU

3.  1GB Windows XP / 2GB Windows Vista or Windows 7

4.  256 MB DirectXâ€“compliant, Shader 4.0â€“enabled GPU

5.  DirectX 9.0C

6.  DirectX 9.0c â€“ compliant sound card

7.  25 GB free hard disk space
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8.  Online connection to activate and register the game
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